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Meaning of dignity: dignity can be used as an argument for and against euthanasia. This means that differrent people give a different meaning to the concept of dignity. 
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Meaning of dignity
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Humand dignity: Originates from Kant’s philosophy which states that: Man regarded as a person, that is, as the subject of a morally practical reason [...] he is not to be valued merely as a means [...] he possesses a dignity (Würde, absolute inner worth) by which he exacts respect for himself from all other rational beings in the world.” Which serves as a basis for human rights that state: “All human are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endewed with reason and conscience and should act towards another in a spirit of brotherhood.” Nothing or nobody can take this human dignity away from you. Personal dignity: It is related to persons’ self esteem and and perceptions of being respected by others. It can be taken away or enhanced. In our study we focus on personal dignity of patients. Personal dignity is important because loss of dignityt is associated with depression, feelings of despair and development of a desire for death. It is also the most-mentioned reason for requesting euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide. 



Meaning of dignity

• Human dignity

“All humans are born free and equal in 
dignity and rights. They are endewed with
reason and conscience and should act 
towards another in a spirit of 
brotherhood.”

• Personal dignity

Personal sense of worth, associated with
personal goals and social circumstances.
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Personal dignity

Van Gennip et al. 2013
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Ilness related conditions have influence on personal dignity on three dimensions of the self.Individual self is the individual’s internal, private evaluation of himself as an individual and autonomous human being based on his personal experiences and his perception of his worth as an individual. The relational self refers to the individual’s sense of dignity as formed within dynamic and reciprocal interactions. The domain of the societal self refers to the individual as a social object, seen through the eyes of the generalized other through which the societal discourse on illness and patients may be manifested.Autonomy: , i.e. being in control of one’s situation and one’s body and mind, and, secondlyContiunity of identity: a part of the self needs to be remaining to feel dignified.  (performing a role)Independence: Dependency on others, the feeling of becoming a burden and inability to fullfilll a former social role  therefore important to have reciprocity in relationships (meaning to be able to give something back). Societal imagery: insulting remarks about appearances.  not overlooking someone who is in a wheelchair.



Migrants in the Netherlands

• 23,6% of people in the Netherlands have a migration background.
• 56,6% of them has a non-western migration background.
• The three largest non-western migrant groups are of Turkish, Moroccan, or

Surinamese origin.

Ref: Black 
achievement
movement

Ref: 50 jaar 
Marokkaanse 
arbeidsmigratie
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T/M/S: Each group is about 2% of the total population.T/M came as labor migrants in the 70’s and 80’s. Many young Turkish and Moroccan man came to the Netherlands in the 70’s and 80’s as labour migrants. Later they settled permantly, and their wives come also to the Netherlands. Their children setlled at a young age or were born in the Netherlands. Many of the first generation Turkish or Moroccan migrants do not speak Dutch, their children mostly do. S came at the start of the independence of Suriname. The Surinamese population consists of different ethnic groups, the two largest groups are originally of West-African (Creole) and South-Asian (Hindustani) descent.  Suriname was a colony of the Netherlands. Most Surinamese speak and understand Dutch.



Obtain insight in..

• What migrant patients—and their relatives—in the last phase of life, with a Turkish,
Moroccan or Surinamese background find important aspects of personal dignity.

• How relatives of these patients experience their own dignity.

• How care professionals can preserve and strengthen the personal dignity of these
patients. Under e
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Methods
• Interviews with key informants
• Semistructured interviews with patients and relatives
• Billingual ethnic-matched interviewers

• Dutch: ‘waardigheid’
• Turkish: ‘haysiyet’ and ‘değerli(lik)’
• Arabic: ‘karama’ and ‘qima’

• Data collection between December 2017 and June 2018
• Purposive sampling
• Inductive thematic content analysis
• Definition ‘palliative’ Under e
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Semistructure interviews: the interviews were about dignity of the patiënt, when they did and did not feel dignified, when it is impaired and how it coudl be strenghtened, also dignity of the relative. Worked together with billingual ethnic-matched interviewers. Interviews according to language preference, Two researchers coded two interviews individually. Codes were compared and adusted accordingly. 



Results

• Interviewed 23 patients and 21 relatives, data from 33 patients.
• Diversity in condition, age, ethnic background, place of living (nursing home or at

home)
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Results: Dignity of the patient
Religion
“It is from Him (Allah). You’ll become sick and after that you’ll die, that’s the way it is. We’ve got 
nothing to say about that, that’s what we believe in. […] In such situation, I am not focusing on 

my own feelings. I don’t do that.” 
(Turkish patient)

“The neighbors and friends were so used to coming in, that they just wanted to hear a prayer 
from him and they just came for that. [..] So we always had visitors.  He always prayed to God. 
Everyone said: ‘Ok quiet, we want to hear sir, that he is praying for us. It wasn’t hard at all. He 

really was a special person.” 
(Turkish relative)Under e
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For many patients religion was an important part of their life. And the perspective tha tGod or Allah decides about life illness and death, made having to deal with dependency and and inpendeing death feel less undignified. This was more outstanding for Turkish and Moroccan patients then for Surinamese. Turkish and Moroccan patients mentioned immediately after talking about losing their autonomy or becoming dependent, while many Surinamese only mentioned the role of their religion when specificlaly asked aboutBecause they elaborated on the subject more, we also found that surrender to Allah also seemed to come forward as a  prespription and not focusing on your own feelings or emotions and not complaining about the situation was than part of this. This was not only for themselves, relational and communical recognition of this practiced enforced feelings of dignity further.  



Results: Dignity of the patient
Religion

“The spiritual counselor can come and visit me. We can sing together. We can pray 
together. To give you mental strength.”

“When a human being does not have mental strength, then you are a conformist, then 
you do not have dignity.” 

(Creole-Surinamese patient)Under e
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Religious practice could concern rituals, praying or singing with a priest, reciting the Quran and adhering to specific rules (creed / confessions). One Surinamese patient explained how this religious practice related to her dignity. She said the following: The spritual counselor can come and visit me. We can sing together. We can pray together. To give you mental strength. “ “When a human being does not have mental strength, then you are a conformist, then you do not have dignity.’ Which mean that this religious practice coudl actually enhance autonomy, of we understand autonomy as staying with your own convictions. 



Results: Dignity of the patient
Being meaningfull to others

“She really wanted to stay at home. That she found really awful, that her children have 
put her here (in the nursing home). She found that not nice. Every time we were here she 

says: ‘I don’t want to stay here.’ She says: ‘You are my children right, you should take 
care of me.’ That is not nice for her.”  

(Turkish relative)
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Respondenst considered being meaningfull and feeling connected to others as an important part of their dignity, which in cludes familiy, friend other nursing home residents, care professionals or the community. An important part of these relationships were daily visits / calls from and assistance by familiy or the community. If these relationships are hindered, dignity was impaired. Maintaining a social role: being someone grandmother , mother or partner positively influences dignity, sometimes not being able to do the activity that belonged to that role anymore impaired dignity. Being cared for by familiy members – in stead of health care professionals0 is an important part of  dignity, because these acts seemed to be an expression of the patient’s worth in the relationship. Moving the patient into a nursing home was seen as its violation. Not all relatives were able to do this or complete this till the end, some patients could maintain their dignity because of understanding that relatives also have their own lives for others the opinions of others in the community about that unfullfilment of care duties infringed patient’s dignity. 



Results: Dignity of the patient
Autonomy

“Informant: If only I had a wheelchair with a motor. Then I can push a button and I am 
gone. Because, I had a mobility scooter when I lived at home. [..] 

Interviewer: So you always have to be pushed forward by someone? 

Informant: Yes, by someone else. And when that person is not in the mood for it.. I have 
always found people that gladly pushed me. My children, my son-in-law.”

(Creolo-Surinamese patient, #3)Under e
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For all patients the experience of loss of autonomy was hard, because of becoming dependent or waiting for help (or the consequences of care that comes too late). Mostly Surinamese patients mentioned that loss of autonomy impaired their dignity. For other patients it was also hard, and it could be a prominent aspect of the interview, but for maintaining dignity surrender to God / Allah or being of value to other was considered more important. Self-diraction about continuation of treatments or unhealthy habits in the last days or weeks 



Results: Dignity of the patient
Dignified care

• Caregiving with love, attention and respect
• Considerate communication
• Physical integrity
• Hygiene
• Privacy
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Punten goed uitleggen



Results: Dignity of the patient
Dignified care: caregiving with love, attention and respect

“My mother was a dignified woman. A proud woman. Then, you do not, as a stranger to 
her, talk to her as a child. I have seen this kind of things. These were the things of which I 
thought ‘Sent them all out. I will do it myself. Yes, ‘Hey missy..’ You know, with a tone of 
which you think, just shut up. It is a grown-up woman. Treat other people decently. Pay 

attention to norms and values.” 

(Hindustan-Surinamese relative)Under e
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Mogelijkoverslaang



Results: Dignity of the patient
Dignified care: considerate communication

“For example, doctor X knows that my mother is dying. She tells it to her (mother) in a beautiful 
way and says to her ‘Yes miss Y, we did our best.. But, everybody has his dossier, for example the 

dossier is black, you cannot improve it. You will go, but that does not say anything. There are also 
people that are healthy and that pass away.’ She tells her ‘I am in the next room and my heart 

might stop.’ She gives her an example, that says, it is less. So everyone will die. Not ‘Only you will 
die, I will live long, I am healthy and…’ [..] Yes someone is healthy and could come under [..] a 
bus, and dies. That is a good way to slap the person that is dying a little less.. the slapping is 

hard, but less hard.” 
(Moroccan relative)Under e
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Discussion
• Themes can have concurrent roles in intrinsic and extrinsic dimensions
• Quality and nature of relationships

• Order of importance or concretization is different : being cared for by familiy members, 
surrender to God/Allah. 

• Differences between the groups
• Surrender as prescription and important in extrinsic dimension
• Autonomy

• Care professionals Under e
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Becoming a burden, reciprocal contribution and performing the act of the social role.Being cared for or assisted by familiy members & surrender to God or Allah most important. 



“Palliative care is an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their 
families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness…..”

WHO

Dignity of the relative
Care for the carer
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Results: Dignity of the relative

• Good care and dignity of the patient
• Generation differences
• Relating to the self and finding balance
• Social interaction
• Care professionals

• Being taken seriously & warm treatment by care professionals
• Refraining from judgments regarding dignity of the patiënt
• Help with division of care tasks among family membersUnder e
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Behavior of the patient:  	Towards them: gratitude, anger, dignified behavior	Towards othersTheir own behavior towards the patient



Results: Dignity of the relative
Good care and dignity of the patient

“In the beginning I’ve been very emotional, because we have put her here (in the nursing 
home). We have dropped her here. Like, ‘You are a now a burden. You are now a danger. 
To yourself and to your surroundings.’ What we do, it’s for the best. [..] The responsibility 

that it would entail, I wouldn’t want it. Because of our history, I wouldn’t want it. But I 
walk away here. I get in my car and go home. I do leave her behind.”

(daughter of Surinamese patient)Under e
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For many relatives their own dignity was directly related to good care for their relative. For many relatives this encompassed giving the care themselves for others it meant that the responsibliity to ensure good en dignified care by health care professionals was related to their own dignity. They advocated for for wishes and needs of the patient and protected good care as well as their dignity. Meaning that they related their own dignity to the patient’s dignity.  For many relatives it had taken quite somet imes before external care was deployed or especially the choice to reside the relative in a nursing home. It could still be hard for relatives to leave them in a nursing home althought they knew it was the only possible option because of the need of 24-hour care and also the problems  that might come along with it. For many Islamic relatives taking care of the loved one was also refered to the caretaking process as enduring what Allah has predestined for you. However, care in a nursing home was also considered not being good enough according to quite some relatives, this concerned reasons as too less attention to the patient, the patient not being able to speak to care professionals and other residents because of language barriers, not wanting to take the patient away from their social environments. 



Results: Dignity of the relative
Differences between generations

“When I am not able to take care of myself anymore, then nonetheless she has to stay 
there (in the nursing home). But, that makes me very sad. I have not confided her to a 

nursing home for eight years. And if she then will live her last moments there, that will 
seriously impair my dignity. Then, my mother’s dignity will also be impaired. [..] 

Actually it is not so terrible. I (myself) would want to go to a nursing home, when I will 
have a hard time. To not make it to hard for my children. We think about it this way, 

but the first generation doesn’t think about it like that.” 
(daughter of Turkish patient)Under e
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Her own dignity will be impaired when the dignity of the patient is impaired. The takes care of her parents because being cared for by their relatives is important for the dignity of the relati



Results: Dignity of the relative
Social interaction

“And his patience, I said to God, ‘O Lord, also provide me with such patience. [..]’ 
Sometimes, in the nights, he couldn’t sleep. He just couldn’t sleep and he didn’t even 

complain about why he couldn’t sleep. Then he just prayed to Allah. And he also prayed
for me and then for me it was also easy to help him. Therefor I didn’t even became

tired.”

(Turkish relative of deceased patient)Under e
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Here you can see that this dignified behavior of the patients is also praised by the relative, who in turn finds this behavior to be important for her to keep giving care to her loved one. This is the dignified bahavior of surrender to Allah regarding the situation and to not complain about it. This is behavior towards the relative themselves. One relative also said that the undignified behavior of



Results: Dignity of the relative
Relating to the self and finding balance

“When I think about ‘Did I fall short in caregiving?’ No, I don’t think so. I have enough.. 
We did enough. Have you falllen short in.. I believe that I have given up much of my

private life. So, then what is dignity.. You are only caring and caring. You are not thinking 
about where you are standing, who you.. Yes, you are not consciously thinking about

these things.”

(Surinamese relative of deceased patient)Under e
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Many relatives described the physical en emtional impact of taking caer of the patient. Some relatives felt physically overburdened. Some relative mentioned that hey have to give up their own lives (temporarely) or they mentioned that their live had becom really small. However many relatives did not relate this to dignity themselves, the good care for the other seemed to have the upper hand. They spoke about the importance of finding balance, sometimes taking a rest of rtime out, and divisions of tasks or care and attention among family members. 



Results: Dignity of the relative
Care professionals

• Being taken seriously & warm treatment by care professionals
• Refraining from judgments regarding dignity of the patient
• Help with division of care tasks among family members
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  - Being taken seriously by care professionals (this includes what they think is important for good care for their relative and this can include specific values relating to gender preferences)- Refraining from judgments about dignity or the situation of the patient (OR: respecting different values regarding the last phase of life) - Warm treatment of relatives by care professionals (relatives that try to provide care for the patient at that moment, or that are staying with the patient)- Help with division of care tasks among family members (rather than focusing on handing over care tasks to professionals and/or residing the patient in a nursing home)



Discussion

Dignity of relative relates to dignity of patient
Values that are important to the patient
Advocating for good care

The relationship and social interaction

The self and finding balance

Dignity of relative often not studiedUnder e
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Facilitating rlaetives in caring for their relative



Conclusion

First time that dignity among patients with a migration background is studied.

Order of importance or concretization is different : being cared for by family members, 
surrender to God/Allah. 

Differences between the groups regarding autonomy and religion.

Facilitating relatives in caring for their ill relative.Under e
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Becoming a burden, reciprocal contribution and performing the act of the social role.Being cared for or assisted by familiy members & surrender to God or Allah most important. 



Dignity in the last phase of life.
Patients with a migration background and their relatives in the Netherlands.

Thank you!
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Meaning of dignity: dignity can be used as an argument for and against euthanasia. This means that differrent people give a different meaning to the concept of dignity. 
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